Weinstein Grants for Summer International Projects

Applicant’s Name:

The Office of International Education offers grants to assist in covering the cost of airfare for students’ summer international research or international internship experiences. These grants are intended to foster and support a wide range of innovative ideas and activities that will enrich applicants’ knowledge and appreciation of other cultures, contribute to the international identity of the University of Richmond, and productively engage the community and organization where the project will be located. Grants will be awarded for international internships or for original research proposals that preferably build on students’ previous experience and knowledge. Student athletes who are unable to study abroad during the academic year may also apply for airfare costs for summer international study.

In order to receive a Weinstein Grant, applicants must complete this application in addition to their application for another UR Summer Fellowship program. Students who do not submit another program application in addition to their Weinstein Grant application will not be considered for funding, with the exception of athletes applying for summer study abroad support.

Please answer the following questions related to your project proposal.

• Is your project an internship, research project, or study abroad experience, and to what type of organization, institute, or program will you be connected, if any? Why is this opportunity significant for your personal, intellectual, or professional development?

• If your international experience will take place in connection with a faculty member, please provide the name of the faculty member.

• What is the location of your project or internship? Why is the location appropriate for your goals?

• How might the outcomes of your summer experience assist in advancing international understanding at UR?

• Provide here the estimate you find online for economy airfare to and from your chosen destination on your likely dates of travel. Some portion of this figure will be incorporated into your award if you receive a Weinstein grant.